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Brief History

Partners collaborating to address major natural 
resource challenges for the Mojave, Sonoran, and 

Chihuahuan Desert ecoregions.



Partners identified the need to improve communication about strategies 
to increase ecosystem resilience.
 Share stories about on-the-ground actions to learn more quickly about what works 

and what doesn’t

 Provide connections between people working across large geographies

 Case studies that identify challenges and adaptation strategies to restore/conserve 
resources

 Focus on resource managers 

 Provide accessible, usable resources in a “Management Toolbox”

Approach



 On-the-ground conservation project shared through a standard, easy to 
read template
 Stories of adaptation strategy success and failure

 Can include monitoring frameworks, resource valuations (ecosystem services)

 Address the needs of resource managers

 Improve communication across the region
 Share stories that might not be easily available

 Used to populate the “Management Toolbox,” where information will be 
easy to access

What is a case study?



 Background
 Key Issues
 Project Goals
 Project Highlights
 Lessons Learned
 Next Steps
 Collaborators and 

Funding Partners
 Project Resources
 Key Contacts

Case Study Sections
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Questionnaire: Stressors 
by Ecosystem

Multiple Workshops 

Identify Management Challenges



Identify Management Strategies

 Mitigation techniques

 Adaptation strategies

 Monitoring and adaptive management

 Landscape-scale collaboration and governance

What are land managers already 
doing?

What management strategies should 
be coordinated across geographies to 
maximize impacts?

What are strategies for now and 
probable future conditions?



Building the Toolbox: Topic-Based Galleries



CCAST Interactive Map



CCAST Word Search



CCAST: Online Toolbox















Next Steps

 Case studies arranged by topic in storymaps



 Use existing partner network 

 Direct outreach by staff and graduate students

 Co-development of case study text & peer review

 Focus on what you can accomplish

Our Own Lessons Learned



Who’s Involved

 USDA Southwest Climate Hub
 US Fish and Wildlife Service
 US Forest Service/Rocky Mountain Research Station
 Bureau of Reclamation Lower Colorado Regional Office
 Desert LCC Science Working Group
 XWN – Cross Watershed Network
 Tamarisk Coalition
 University of New Mexico
 University of Arizona



Case Study Contributors to Date



Contribute your Case Studies!

Share your stories
Showcase your work

and organization
 Interact with other

practitioners

"These adaptation case studies will be a great 
resource for the collaborative planning that is 
taking place in the Lower Santa Cruz watershed." 
-Federal agency partner

“I am always looking for new ideas to 
guide us in our restoration and resource 
management responsibilities. Narratives 
like these offer real-life examples of the 
challenges we all face and provide 
solutions.” Jeff Bennett, Big Bend 
National Park, National Park Service



Thank you!

Matt Grabau, US Fish and Wildlife Service Science Coordinator
matthew_grabau@fws.gov

Genevieve Johnson, Bureau of Reclamation
gjohnson@usbr.gov

https://desertlcc.org/resources/story-map
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